


Self-Priming Pumps:
Capabilities and
Considerations
The problem: How to select, install and
benefit from the unique capabilities of 
a self-priming pump for chemical 
processes and other demanding 
industrial applications. 

The term “re-prime” has become an important part of
many pump specifications to ensure trouble free
runnability of the pump and to meet the maximum
goals of the process and pumping system.

A self priming pump, by definition, is a pump which
will clear its passages of air if it becomes air bound and
resume delivery of the pumpage without outside
attention.

The self-priming pump industry began in 1922 when
Harry E. LaBour gained his initial patent and set about
revolutionizing the industrial pumping landscape with
his invention’s new capabilities. (See Figure 1.) This
highly successful design is based on the “Hydro
Balance” principle which offers the ability to evacuate
air from an empty suction line and to handle liquids
with high percentages of entrained air or gases without
vapor-binding. This is accomplished without the use of
auxiliary equipment such as bypass, foot or check
valves or other external vacuum and ejector systems.
(Note: foot valves can be clogged or leak which make
them impractical for use in prolonged or remote
operation.) (See Figure 2.)

Much has changed since then, but the basic concept of a
self-priming pump remains the same: A chamber in the
pump’s casing retains liquid after the pump shuts down.
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When the pump is started, the agitation action of the
spinning impeller re-entrains the air in the suction line
and moves it to a discharge air separation chamber.
The air and liquid separate, and the air must vent out
the discharge line. This movement of air causes a small
vacuum in the suction line, allowing liquid to climb the
suction pipe into the pump with the help of atmospheric
pressure on the suction source. Once air is completely
removed from the suction and liquid fills the impeller
eye, the pump is fully primed, and functions as a
conventional pump with full flow and pressure. The air
is evacuated by the function of the internal air
separator, in combination with a discharged-liquid
return to the pump’s impeller, allows the pump to self-
prime. This in turn enables unmanned operation and
fast restarts of the pump especially when there are
suction lift conditions.
When installed and operated properly in a suitable
application, the self-priming pump eliminates problems
that are extremely difficult – or impossible – to solve
with any other type of pump.

When setting up specifications for the purchasing of
pumps for an industrial process, two operative
questions arise:

1) How do you know when a self-priming pump is
the right type of pump for your application?

2) How do you install and operate a self-priming
pump in a manner that takes full advantage of the
self-primer’s unique characteristics?

Figure 1.

Figure 2. As shown at
left, the LaBour self-
priming pump has a
concentric casing
which is swept by a
fully open impeller.
This casing
configuration and
impeller action
eliminates any pockets
where air could
become entrapped.
Note the
double throats in the
separator. When the
pump is started with
the suction line empty,
liquid with entrained air or vapor is discharged into the
separator through throat “A.” The liquid circulates back into
the casing through throat “B,” while the air is expelled into the
discharge line. As this action continues, liquid is drawn into the
suction line until it is filled. At this stage, the direction of flow in
throat “B” is reversed and both “A” and “B” become
discharge throats.



This paper addresses these questions and points out the
clear advantages to be gained by installing – or by
keeping your existing – LaBour self-priming pumps.
The LaBour self-primer started it all and remains the
best choice when your pump absolutely, positively has
to perform.

When embarking on a pump-system design, the
challenge is always to strike a balance between desired
robustness and overall system cost. In striking this
balance, system designers also must consider the
expense of downtime. Just as a chain is only as strong
as its weakest link, an industrial process is only as
viable as its weakest component. 

When evaluating the design of pumping systems, you
need to look at life-cycle costs, pump reliability,
downtime costs, the costs of running the pump, and the
parts and labor invested over a 20-year period. (See
Figure 3.)

In the most extreme industrial environments, pump-
failure downtime can cause the most extreme expense.
In these cases, the cost of downtime is so prohibitive
that the procurement challenge is actually simplified.
The question becomes, simply: “Who makes the
toughest, longest-lasting and easiest-to-maintain
pump?”

When it comes to Self-Priming pumps for extreme
industrial environments, the answer to the robustness
question is a very short list of capable units. At the top
of that list are the LaBour heavy-duty line of Self-
Priming pumps.

When Do You Need a
Self-Priming Pump?

How do you know when to
specify a self-priming pump,
as opposed to some other type
of pump?

Many pump issues arise when
you overlook discussing the
details of the pump installation
and the particular process the
pump is being used within. By
taking the time up front to
gather specific information that
is needed to properly match
your application with just the
right pump, you can reap the

benefits of a dependable pump with superior life-cycle
costs in an installation that is as “idiot proof” as possible. 

Here are factors to consider when determining whether
a self-priming pump is the right solution for your
application:

• How many starts/stops? If the number of starts/stops
is high, a self-priming pump can offer significant
advantages over other pump types, due to its ability to
self-prime without the presence of an attendant.

• Is the pump located in an area where operator access
is extremely limited? Self-priming pumps are typically
specified for applications in which physical access to
the pump is extremely limited or nonexistent.

• Does the liquid being pumped have hazardous
characteristics that make operator access to the pump
(for priming) inadvisable? Self-priming pumps are
often the pump of choice in hazardous-material
environments, due to the high cost of taking a process
down to achieve access to the pump area.

• What is the desired flow rate? Is time of the essence
when pumping the liquid? Self-priming pumps are
typically specified in applications where there is a
high demand for consistent flow rate and there is little
or no time to halt a process to shut down and reprime
the pump.

• What is the viscosity of the liquid to be pumped?
With highly viscous liquids, the capabilities of the
self-priming pump are diminished. In these cases, be
sure to verify the lift capabilities of any self-
priming pump to ensure adequate capacity.

EXPERTS KNOW THERE’S MORE TO BUYING A PUMP THAN THE
INITIAL COST OF THE PUMP

Source: “Pump Life Cycle Costs: A Guide to LCC Analysis For Dumping Systems.”
Hydraulic Institute, Europump and the US Department of Energy’s Office of Industrial Technologies

Why Should Organizations Care
About Life-Cycle Cost?
Many organizations only consider the initial
purchase and installation cost of a system. It is
in the fundamental interest of the plant designer
or manager to evaluate the LCC of different
solutions before installing major new equipment
or carrying out a major overhaul. This
evaluation will identify the most financially
attractive alternative. As national and global
markets continue to become more competitive,
organizations must continually seek cost
savings that will improve the profitability of
their operations. Plant equipment operations
are receiving particular attention as a source 
of cost savings, especially minimizing energy
consumption and plant downtime.

Figure 3.
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• What is the level of entrained air in the liquid to be
pumped? If entrained-air levels are relatively high, a
self-priming pump’s native characteristics can be
especially beneficial.

• Does the pump need to be located above the liquid? If
so, a self-priming pump may be called for. In a typical
supply tank setup with a pump coming off the side,
however, a self-primer may be overkill.

Answering these questions will help determine whether
your application requires a self-priming pump or
another pump type. (See Figure 4.)

Which Self-Priming Pump Do You
Need?

Once you’ve determined that a self-priming pump is the
appropriate pump for your application, the next step is
to further refine your requirements so they lead to
precisely the self-priming pump you need. 

Here are items to consider when evaluating and
selecting self-priming pumps:

• What is the lift of the pump?

• Does the pump under consideration have a history of
successful installations in similar process
environments?

• What is the specific gravity of the liquid to be
pumped?

• What is the desired Mean Time Before Repair
(MTBR)?

• What is the size of the suction pipe? What are the
required priming cycle times?

• What environmental considerations must be taken
into account? What is the effect of vapors being
released or other pumping leakages?

• How flexible is the pump? Can the pump be modified
to fit future system changes?

• Is the pump available in a full range of materials and
alloys, allowing a perfect match for the application?

• Is the pump a true self-priming pump or a hybrid
ANSI with self-priming characteristics?

• Does the pump evacuate air from suction lines
without the use of auxiliary equipment?

• Does the pump have circular concentric casing to
eliminate vapor lock?

• Is the impeller specifically designed for self-priming
service?

Common Installation Mistakes 
To Avoid

A self-priming pump must be installed carefully, with
particular attention paid to piping configuration and
airtightness, or the pump may not work properly – or at all. 

In fact, industrial users often make the mistake of
removing a perfectly functional self-priming pump with
many years of service life remaining, due to the
unfortunately common occurrence of improper
installation.

You can avoid making this same mistake by following
the following general recommendations. For fully
detailed configuration instructions, always check the
installation instructions for the particular pump you
purchase.

Figure 4.

Tank Unloading Tank Car Unloading
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Limit the vertical lift – Vertical lifts should always be as
short as possible. (Lifting liquid more than about 25
feet is generally infeasible.) The maximum lift that can
be obtained is a function of both the vapor pressure of
the liquid and its specific gravity. Both of these factors
must be taken into consideration when determining the
available NPSH. This should be done on every self-
priming application to ensure the correct pump is
selected.

Match your suction pipe size to the pump – Suction-line
diameter should be equal to the pump’s suction pipe.
Avoid smaller or larger suction-pipe sizes. The static lift
and suction piping should be minimized to keep the
priming time to a minimum. Excessive priming time
can cause liquid in the pump to vaporize before priming
is realized. For example, a 6 inch pump with an 8 inch
suction will take 1.78 times as long to prime the same
size and length of pipe.

Keep the piping connections airtight – All the
connections in the suction piping should be airtight as
air could be sucked in, thus extending/compromising
priming of the pump.  Minimize the number of flange
fittings and joints to avoid potential leak areas. Where
practical, welded joints are preferred to reduce
emissions/leaks. The suction pipe should be
hydrostatically tested for leaks at initial installation, and
every twelve months thereafter. It also is very important
that the stuffing box be adequately sealed against the
entrance of air. This is accomplished by the use of a
flush line to the lantern ring for a packed box to provide
a liquid curtain to seal the box. If the box is not sealed,
outside air will enter, which will cause the priming time
to be extended, or will prevent the pump from
achieving a full prime. Remember that during the
priming time there is no cooling of the mechanical seal
faces. By using a flush line you will maximize the
mechanical seal life.

Avoid elbows in the suction pipe – Elbows cause more
friction loss, which may reduce NPSHA and cause
vaporization in the suction line. These detrimental
losses can result from the presence of more than one or
two elbows in a suction pipe.

Use a suction pipe that won’t collapse under pressure –
Always use a hose or pipe with sufficient structural
integrity to withstand anticipated pressures without
collapsing.

Locate your pump near its supply source - The longer
the pipe is, the longer it will take to prime the pump.
Try to limit your suction piping to 25 feet. Avoid long
horizontal and/or humps in the suction lines that can
trap air pockets. The suction inlet should always be the
high point in the suction piping.

Set up the discharge pipe properly – When the pump
cycles off, the discharge pipe needs to refill the self-
priming chamber with enough liquid to enable self-
priming on restart. To enable this, design the discharge
pipe so that gravity will send an appropriate amount of
liquid back to the pump. Do not use an elbow on the
discharge pipe, as this may result in siphoning action
that drains away the liquid needed to refill the priming
chamber.

Install a small vent line to bleed air from the discharge
pipe – During the priming cycle the ability of the pump
to develop pressure is limited. When there is a check
valve in the discharge line or other devices that will
create a back-pressure against the pump that exceeds the
limited pressures during the initial phase of the priming
cycle the pump will stall and overheat due to the fact it
can not pass the entrained air through the discharge
piping. This will enable the pump to recover from
broken prime without an attendant. This small (about a
quarter-inch) vent line should originate between the
pump discharge and check valve and run back to the
suction source. Air at 77°F has a density of 0.074 lb/ft3.
This is about 840 times less than water density. Let’s say
that with water a pump can generate 100 psig. When it
pumps air, it will generate approximately 100 psig/840 =
0.12 psig. Your pump can not generate enough pressure
to overcome the check valve and vent the air. 

Don’t use a foot valve or any valve in the suction pipe –
A foot valve on the suction line is unnecessary in a self-
priming pump installation and needlessly creates friction
loss and reduces NPSHA and may plug or leak.

Avoid large amounts of air in the suction pipe – The
suction piping should be designed in such a way that 
no high points are created where air can be trapped/
accumulate which can prevent priming. Historically this
has been problematic on top unloading of rail cars.
When large amounts of air must be evacuated from the
suction piping, the priming time may be so extended that
the recirculated liquid in the pump casing becomes hot
enough to vaporize. When this occurs, the priming cycle
will stop, and the casing must be refilled.

Priming Times- Time to prime a pump is a function of
pump size, impeller size, and suction pipe size and
length. 

Suction Line Inlet Placement in the Sump- The suction
line inlet must have enough water covering it to prevent
vortexing during pumping. Severe vortexing can cause
the pump to lose prime.

By following these general guidelines for installation,
you can receive the full benefit of your self-priming
pump.
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The LaBour Pump Advantages:

• Less Priming Time- Air handling capacity is
approximately twice that of other pumps

• High Heads- Maximum lift of cold water at sea level
has been 30 feet. Each is guaranteed to produce a
minimum 20” Hg vacuum, but our normal production
tests will create 27” Hg or more vacuum.

• Integral Operation- No valves or external bypass
piping is required.

• Low Stuffing Box Pressure- Pressure at the stuffing
box closely approximates that of suction pressure.

• No Vapor-Lock- Circular casing has no pockets to trap
air….or for crystal to build up

• Scours and Cleans Tanks- May be used to clean and
scour tanks like a vacuum cleaner.

• Internal Strainer- The internal strainer option prevents
foreign objects from entering piping and process
system. 

• Concentric Circular Casing- The concentric circular
casing eliminates turbulence and air pockets that
increase priming times and reduce efficiency.

• Component Construction- Component construction
enables the user to replace an individual part without
replacing the entire unit.

• Flexibility in Design- Flexibility in design permits
choice of vertical, horizontal, or side mounted
separator (with or without trap) to meet space
requirements and operation conditions.

• High Alloy Materials- Pumps are available in all high
alloy metals and five proprietary materials : A48,
Elcomet K, R-55, Y-17, Y-30.

Conclusion: Finding the Best 
Self-Priming Pump

In applications where the unique capabilities of a self-
priming pump are called for, the list of pump
manufacturers to be evaluated should begin with the
originators of self-priming pump technology: LaBour
Pumps. LaBour leads the market with heavy-duty self-
priming pumps that include proprietary design features
that incorporate lessons learned over eight decades of
serving the most demanding chemical applications. And
LaBour’s self-priming pumps come in an unparalleled
wide range of materials and alloys. 

LaBour pumps are the answer to the tough pumping jobs.
That’s why they can be counted on for dependable
service on any job.

About LaBour Pumps

LaBour was founded in 1922 as a manufacturer of
centrifugal pumps designed for handling the most
difficult jobs with a minimum of maintenance. LaBour
has long been recognized fortheir pioneering engineering
strength. The company has many pump patents as
evidenced by the self-priming, low flow, and entrained
air designs which lead the industry in these challenging
applications.

LaBour was first with a revolutionary self-priming pump
that used the “HydroBalance” principle requiring no
valves, springs, floats, hoses or auxiliary pumps. This
was an immediate success because of the state of the art
self-priming capability. Today, LaBour is the only
company to offer HydroBalance Self-Priming Pumps.

After the success of the first pump, LaBour progressively
introduced a line of horizontal centrifugal pumps with
circular casings instead of the volute configuration (Type
DZT), horizontal centrifugal pumps that have three
discharge throats (Type Q & TFA), vertical self priming
centrifugals that require no mechanical seals (Type G)
and Type MHL/MPL, and ANSI multiple throat pump
(Type TFA), and a very efficient line of volute
horizontal centrifugal pumps that conform to ANSI
specifications (Type LVA, LVB).

Today’s global marketplace demands quiet, smooth-
running, and long lasting pumps. Reliability is key and

LaBour Self-Priming Pump

LaBour Self-Priming Pump Applications

• Chemical Transfer
• Bilge Water Removal
• Liquor Evaporator
• Tank Car Unloading
• Industrial Waste Treatment
• Mine Dewatering
• Tunnel Dewatering
• Condensate Systems
• Volatile Liquid Handeling



continued performance efficiency over  the life of the
pump is critical. Again and again LaBour has
demonstrated  that the superior performance and
longevity of the LaBour process pump provides
substantial savings over long term pump operation.

LaBour is a worldwide company with district offices
staffed with trained application engineers, as well as
strategically located distributors that insure prompt,
efficient and reliable sales engineering service. All this
and our over 80 years of product quality, integrity, and
honesty have earned LaBour an outstanding reputation
as one of the world’s leading engineered pump
manufacturers.

Tools to Help You Become an Expert
at Selecting a Pump

Appendix A: 
Feature Checklist For Your Self-Priming
Pump Application

The detailed feature checklist on pages 9-12 can be
used to determine exact pump specifications for your
application. In addition to the answers to these
questions, it’s helpful to also provide a sketch of the
pump application showing the sump, or tank design,
piping layouts and other installation details.
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Appendix B: 
Self-Priming Pump Checklist

The Self-Priming Pump Checklist on pages 14-17
shows the engineering and construction parameters of a
pump.  To get the most production and longest life out
of your pump, these criteria should be considered up-
front before ordering the pump and in addition to how
the pump fits into your pumping process as outlined in
Appendix A.

The LaBour Benefits
• The industry’s lowest cost of ownership over the life

cycle of the pump

• Engineered to last longer and require less maintenance

• Physically superior to competing product offerings -
you can see the difference

• Designed to run cooler allowing seals and bearings to
last longer

• Worldwide technical support and quick-response
service

• Greater lift capacity than any other brand

• Over 80 years experience in the chemical processing
industry

• The pump industry’s most impressive array of
warranty options
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A Nature of the Liquid to be Pumped Comment

B Capacity Comment

C Suction Conditions Comment

What is the liquid? Fresh or salt water, acid or alkali, oil, gasoline, slurry, or
paper stock, etc.?1

Is it cold or hot, what are the normal/min/max temperatures? 
What is the vapor pressure  at the pumping temperature?2

What is its specific gravity?3

Is it viscous of nonviscous? Newtonian or non-newtonian? 
What is the viscosity value?4

5

What are the chemical analysis of the liquid? Ph value? Others? What are the
expected variations of the analysis? If corrosive, what has been the past
experience, both with successful materials and with unsatisfactory materials?

6

Is it clear and free from suspended foreign matter or dirty and gritty? If the latter,
what are the size and nature of the solids, and are they abrasive? If the liquid is of
a pulpy nature, what is the consistency? What is the suspended material?

What is the required capacity as well as the minimum and maximum amount of
liquid the pump will ever be called upon to deliver?1

Is there a discharge bypass line? 2

Will this pump run in parallel or series with another pump? What are the
characteristics of these pumps?3

Is there a suction lift? Number of feet?1

Or is there suction head? Flooded min/max range in feet?2

What are the length and diameter of the suction pipe?3

What is the slope of the suction pipe?4

What valves, reducers, increasers, check valves, etc. are in the suction line?5

What is the net positive suction head available? (expressed in feet absolute).6

Is there a strainer on the suction line?7

Is there an agitator in the supply tank?8



D Discharge Conditions Comment

E Total Head Comment

F Service Conditions Comment

What is the static head? Is it constant or variable?1

What is the friction head?2

What is the maximum discharge pressure against which the pump must deliver
the liquid?3

Do you have a system head curve? Is it corrected for viscosity, %solids and
condition of pipe?4

What is the minimum discharge head?5

Variations in the suction and discharge conditions will cause variations in the total
head.1

The pump head is the total dynamic head.2

What happens when the total head increases 5%, 10% due to wear, 
coating, etc.?3

Is it continuous or intermittent? Please explain.1

Will the pump ever be operated against a closed discharge? Please explain.2

Will the pump be flushed and drained when not in service?3

Will the pump be used for circulation in a closed system or for transfer?4

Is there a chance that the pump may run dry?5

What will control the operation of the pump?6

How many times will the pump be required to turn on and off?7

Is there entrained air present? Turbulence in the suction feed tank?8
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G Installation Comment

Is the pump to be installed in a horizontal or vertical position? In a wet pit? 
In dry pit?1

If a vertical or submersible, what is the minimum liquid level, submergence?2

What type of power is available to drive the pump and what are the
characteristics of this power?3

What are the volts, phase, cycle?4

What type of motor enclosure? Tefc, odp, tefc chem duty, explosion proof (class
and division), wpi, wpii, other?5

Describe the geographical location.6

Indoor or outdoor installation?7

Range of ambient temperatures?8

Elevation above seal level?9

What are the tank or sump measurements? Materials?10

What is the type of material in pipe lines to be connected to pump?11

What is the pump cycle time? (want minimum of four minutes.) 
Starts per hour?12

Is metal contamination undesirable?13

What are the pump foundation dimensions, weight? (generally want foundation
mass to be four times that of the pump, motor, bedplate assembly weight.)14

Is plant space at pump location a critical factor?15
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J Sealing Comment

K Bedplate Comment

H Application Comment

I Materials Comment

Describe the application.1

Are there any special requirements or marked preferences with respect to the
design, construction, or performance of the pump?2

Please provide a sketch of the installation.3

Is this a new or replacement pump?4

Are you totally satisfied with your current pump?  Yes / No? Explain5

If pump is new, describe how the job is done currently.6

How important is this pump to the operation of your plant?7

Previous experience. Have you pumped this liquid previously? If so, of what
material or materials was the pump made of?1

What was the service life in months?2

What parts were affected?3

Was the trouble primarily due to corrosion, erosion, galvanic action, 
stray current?4

Was the attack uniform? If localized, what parts were involved?5

If pitted, describe size, shape and location. A sketch or picture will be helpful in
an analysis of the problem.6

What is considered the intended economic life? (note: that the use of inexpensive
pump materials may be the most economical, when the life and initial cost is
evaluated.)

7

Do you want packing, mechanical seal, dynamic seal, magnetic drive?1

Is flush water available? What pressure?2

Do you prefer cast iron, fab steel, non-metallic, foot mounted, or feature bedplate?1

Will non-shrink grout or epoxy grout be used?2

1212
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A Motor Manufacturer Comment

B Motor Comment

C Mechanical Seal Comment

D Pump Manufacturer Comment

E Pump Model/Type/Size Comment

F Bearing Housing Internal Coating Comment

1

Enclosure1

Frame/Type2

Mechanical Seal Manufacturer1

Seal Type: Single/Double/Tandem/Cartridge/Gas Type2

Seal Materials: Stationary/Rotary/Springs Materials3

Seal Gland Type: Plain/Flush/Vent & Drain/Quench4

Seal Flush Plan: ASME/ANSI or API plan number5

1

1

Internal coating of the Bearing Frame to reduce contamination1
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H Bearing Isolators Comment

I Lubrication/Style Comment

J Shaft Overhang & Stiffness Ratio Comment

K Coupling Comment

L Stuffing Box Comment

G Bearing Comment

Oil Seal/Labrynith/Manufacturer/Style1

Flooded Oil/with Slinger and Trico constant level oiler1

Shaft Overhang: Shaft overhang from the radial bearing (inches)1

Shaft Stiffness Ratio (L3/D4): Lower the number the stiffer the shaft (less shaft
deflection)2

Coupling Manufacturer1

Coupling Type: Flexible Spacer/ Manufacturer2

Coupling Guard: OSHA Spark/ Non-Spark Option3

Bore: Bore of the Standard Stuffing Box (Packed)1

Taper: Taper to be 4 degree- Bore diameter at Stuffing Box throat2

Enlarged Cylindrical: Bore of the Enlarged Stuffing Box3

Inboard-Style/Size: Single Row Conrad Bearing Class 3 1

Thrust-Style/Size: Matched Angluar Contact Bearings to handle high thrust loads Angular Contact Bearings (BB)2

Span-Span between bearings (inches)3
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O Casing Comment

N Suction Comment

M Discharge Comment

Casing to Adapter Register Rabbet Fit: 
Assures greater alignment of the pump assembly1

Minimum Casing Thickness2

Minimal Corrosion Allowance 0.125 inch3

Type: 150# ANSI Heavy Walled4

Type: Triple Volute Option5

Type: Gasket Material6

Drain Size (inches) 3/8" NPT7

Strainer Size/Materials8

Separator Size/Materials9

Size (inches)150#/300# ANSI F.F./R.F. Flange1

Maximum Allowable Nozzle Loads2

Size (inches)150#/300# ANSI F.F./R.F. Flange1

Maximum Allowable Nozzle Loads2
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Q Shaft Diameter Comment

R Shaft Comment

S Sleeve Comment

T Suction/Discharge Gauge Connections Comment

P Impeller Comment

Diameter of Shaft at the coupling (inches)1

Diameter of Shaft at the Impeller (inches)2

Diameter of Shaft in Stuffing Box under sleeve (inches)3

Diameter of Shaft in Stuffing Box w/o sleeve solid type (inches)4

Material/Coating1

Material/Coating/Keyed1

Suction/Discharge gauge connections allow for testing 1/4" NPT1

Type: Fully Open (ANSI) with Back Pump Out Vanes/Closed Low Flow1

Maximum Diameter Solids2

Number of Vanes3

Eye Area of the Impeller4

Low Flow/High Flow Option5

Adjustment Type External w/Jack screws & shims6

Impeller to Shaft Attachment: 
Allows for the integrity of the impeller and greater eye area Impeller with male thread7

The larger the wear surface area the less the wear effect8
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